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NOTATION

The system of notation proposed in SNANE, Technical and Resesarch

Bulletin No. 1-5, Reference 1, is used in this report wherever possible.

The notation for second and third partial derivatives is taken from

Reference 2.

C Stability criterion

T y ,Ij yI Momenti of inertia about xy,s axes, respectively

K',ZIN 1kolling, pitching, and yawing moment*, respectively

N v Typical static moment derivative; derivative of a moment
cowponent with respect to a velocity component aN/bv

Nvrr Typical third partial derivative; partial derivative of amoment with respect to a vel ity compocaut and to an

angular velocity component Wav&2

W, Typical moment of itertia coefficient; dfrtivative of a
WMost component with respect to an accelearatiou component

IiP Ship lo~th between parpeadicalaeo (W as a characteristic

laath of body for uo a spurpose)

a )NOu of body

n Propeller rewolutiei per second at tiw* t sad t1 , respect-
ivelys

pqr A#xplar veloctties of roll, pitto, ad yajw, respectively

Mot Aslar ascelerations of roll, pitch, aud yaw, respectively

rate Rat. of deflection of redder ow othar control surface

it baist"ace

T Tropeller t at

t Thrust deductlon coefficient

ts; At Tire sad time iterval, respectively

*Rafereuces are listed an Page 70
I



t lag Time lag in control surface system

U Velocity of origin of body axes relative to fluid

uv,V Longitudinal, transverse, and normal components, respectively,
of the velocity of the origin of body axes relative to fluid

u 'Velocity in initial equilibrium condition: straight ahead
motion at constant speed with rudder amidships

Au u-u

SIW Longitudinal, transverse, and normal components, respectively
of the acceleration of the origin of body axes relative to
fluid

XYZ Longitudinal, lateral, and normal components, respectively,
of hydrodynamic force on body

Y Typical rotary force derivative; derivative of a force com-
ponent with respect to an angular velocitý component bY/br

"Yrug Typical third partial derivitive; partial derivative of aforce with respect to an anglar velocity component and to

a rudder deflection ry/brw

Y. Typical •inertia coefficient; derivative of a force component
wiLth respect to an angular acceleration cowponent bY/br

3toyss Body axes fixed in abipi a. Y. and 2 positive forward, atar-
lboard, and downward$, respectively. Origin of axes zystcm
tot necessarily at center of gravity

Walyalso Coordinates of center of vas relative to body axes

x otyo0 t Coordinates relatlva to the £ix i earth axes

M004000s Coordinates of origin of body axes relative to the fixed
earth axes

Propeller tcnque at: a tie t and tl, respectively

Angle of drift

6 Aular displacement of a control, surface, normally the
rudder angle

01 Angles of roll, pitch, and yaw. respectively

p Mass dfsity

vi



61A, 6, Roots of stability equation

A prime (') applied after the symbol of a quantity indicates the nondimen-

sional form of the quantity. The nondimensional expressions follow SNAM

nomenclature, Reference 1.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents a computer program for the solution of a mathe-

matical model representing the motion of a surface ship, giving predictions

of Pteering and maneuvering qualities. The nonlinear mathematical model

based on a third-order Taylor expansion of forces and moments in the equa-

tions of motion is reviewed. The hydrodynamic force and moment deriva-

tives representing the input to the program can be obtained from present

captive model testing techniques. Any motion of a surface ship including

tight maneuvers and loop phenomenon recognized in the spiral maneuver for

a directionally unstable ship should be accurately predictable. The com-

puter program, which gives predictions for the "Standard Maneuvers," turn-

ing circles, zig-zag, and spiral maneuver, is described, and results of

sample calculations are included. Instructions for preparation of input

data for the program, samples of the computer results, and the FOR:hAN

listing of the computer program are also given.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

'Ihe mathematical model and associated computer technique present&.

by the author should be considered as a proposal and not the current

standard for the David Taylor Model Basin.

INTRODUCTTON

A continuous growth in speed and size of surface ships, an increasing

density of traffic on sea r4, ite8, and the development of sophisticated con-

trol systems for steering and maneuvering are some of the factors which

have stimulated the quest for precisely establishing controllability quali-

ties inherent in a surface ship design. As a result the number of ships

for Vhich model steering and maneuvering trials are requested and carried

out during full-scale trials is increasing.



The time has passed when a turning circle trial was considered suffi-

cient for a determination of handling qualities. Today it is generally

recognized that several types of maneuvers should be known in order to eval-

uate the different modes of performance of the ship such as steering, maneu-

vering, aid turning. A set of trials consisting of a 35-deg turning circle,

the 20-20 deg mig-rag, and the spiral maneuver have been proposed for this

purpose.3 These maneuvers are subsequently referred to as the "Standard

Maneuvers."

Al adherence to these "Standard Kaneuvers" in both model test and full-

scale trials should make it feasible to establish criteria for steering,

maneuvering, and turning, and in the future to evaluate precisely Ovese

qualities of ship designs. Another advantage of using "Standard Maneuvers"

as basis for criteria is that the evaluation of ship performances can be

based on a language that is common to operators as well as to designers and

experimenters.

Different testing techniques are in use at modal basins for establish-

ing the steering and maneuvering qualities of a ship design. By far the

most instructive are based on free-running models, the performance of which

are obtained, for example, by a direct execution of the "Standard Maneuvers"

in model scale. Despite obvious advantages such as direct modeling of maneu-

vers, the free-running model technique may present difficulties because of

troublesome scaling lgms, which hardly can be taken into arcount in this

technique.

The technique advocated in this report utilizes captive model testing

for the measurement of hydrodynamic derivatives with a successive

2



?rediction of the "Standard I.Manewers" obtained from a solution of the

equations of notion by reanz of a digital computer or an analog computear

setup.

Captive model tests are perforr-aa by mra'ns of test facilities such as

the rotating arm, oscillators, and the planar zotion =-chaaic. They have

in the pact been adopted primarily for the mnocureomnt of the linear hydro--

dynamic force and mamant derivatives necessary for establishing the inherent

directional stability of a chip design. Furthermore, the hydrodynaic force

and moment derivatives have been used in combination with the linearined

equations of motion for analysing the turning ability of stable ships in

tLe linear range. Hc-ieveat, the linear theory Uould not in general be applic-

able for predictions of the "Standard MnALeuvara", as it fails to pltdict

accurately the tight r=neuvers that rot chips arc capable of performing,

and it cannot predict the mancuvers of unstable ships.

If the loop phonacm=nan (rcctiniced in the c•iral Maneuver for unstable

chipo) or the characteristico of tight rntmuvoro have to be acuratoly re-

conatructed analytically, it is necessary to utiliae equations of motion

ezpanded to include sagnificant nonlinear torwt in the laylor onpanoicn of

forces and m=-_nto, Such a nonlie,.or mathcmatical model has recntly boon

presented by Abkowit.,4

Chiclatt and Strc5-ToJcn5 6 have adopted the nonlinear mathematical

model and progr=cmd the equations for a digital cmputer. On the basis

of linear and nonlinear hydrodyncmic derivatives obtained by planar motion

machanium teost, they have computed predictions for the "Standard 1ancuvers"

and demonstrated the accuracy w;ith uhich reauvouer can be predicted in this

fashion.

3



The captive model testing technique bas aA obvious disadventage in the

Zact that no direct display of the ship maneuvers is obtained from the model

test. If such a display,, however, can be obtained accurately using computer

programs or analog setuis, this disadvantage is considered of minor impor-

tance. The wvantases in the technique are numerous; in particular, it

allows the experimenter to tae scaling laws into proper account and, in a

specific ship design, gives Uam a direct insight into the factors which can

be blied for particular performance qualities.

The nonlinear mathematical model presented by Abkowitz is outlined in

the text which foltows. *.&he equations have b.en solved on a digital computer

progrmaed in FORTRAN for the 1IN 7090 at MeS. ne program gives a predic-

ti=n of the "Standard Ilsneuvers" for Surface Wh.pos on the basis of hydro-

dynamic force and ment derivatives obtained from captive model tests. Thie

conputer program, designated as Applied 1lathesatics Laboratory (AIML) Problem

IUq4p is outlined and data preparatiot, result sheets, and graphs, etc. are

described in this report. Included also, are the results of some sample cal-

cuL&ations, Ohich demonstrate the usa* of the computer program and its

ability to give detailed information with respect to ship maneuvers. The

sample calculations a&re primarily baod on hydrodynamic derivatives for the

MIINER hull form published in Reference 5.

The appevdices include instructions for the preparation of input data

and the FORTRI listing of the program.

4



K4THENATICAL MODEL

The derivation of a nonlinear mathematical model representing the

steering and maneuvaring of a surface ship is given by Abkowitz.4 A

similar formulation has been used as the basis for the numerical computa-

tion in the present computer program. For the sake of completeness of

prcsentation, Zhe development of the Abkowitz mathematical model is out-

lin--d hrlef•y; a detailed discussion can be found in Reference 4.

EQUAThN•S OF MOTION FOR A SHIP MOVING IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANS

A general form of the equations of motion for a body, which is allowed

to move in all the six degrees of freedom, is obtained with the coordinate

axis system fixed in the body parallel with the principal axes of inertia,

but with an arbitrary origin not aecessarily at the center of gravity.

For this case the equations are (see, e.g., References I and 4)

X i(4+qw- rv-3, r+y(q2 2)+ (pqut)+Vn(pr+4)]

x [a

Z =m[ A+pv-qu-sG•(p 2+q2)+x(;(rp-4)÷y,,(rq+p)]

K I= 0x+( (.1-)qr+mi [yG(;(+pv-qu)-x,( 0.))

M 1 4+4(I1,yrp+m s, (6+qw..rv) ex,(4+pv-qu)]

WCere the left-hand side represents the forces and moments along the coor-

dina::e axes and the right hand side shows the corresponding dynamic re-

sponse terms.

*1he equations are developed assuming the mass of the body as being constant
in timao which can be considered true for most ships.



71hon dealing vith oteering and maneuvering of ourface chips, the primory

motiono can be conoidered to talte place in the horinontal plane, and vertical

ifotions can be neglegtcd. Further, choosing an axis system in the plcr-i of

wye-•try of the body and asouming that the center of gravity lies in the

ceaterline plane and, therefore, Yc=O, the equations of motion for a ahip

moving in the horizontal plane become

X=u (-rV-xGr +ztpr~

y 2

In the following treatment, rolltn• and heel of ti c •hip hat been

neglacted, citco they are felt to have little influence on 10teoring and

manuvoring, tith the pocoible oreption of fact viarchipo, thich heel

apprcc.ably in tuvne. 7ho equations for ateoring and maneuvering of a

surface ship thus reduce to

X Ma (i-rv-xr 2 1

Y w (t+ýr+y 0*

N r It~u'- ($+ru)
S..

TAYLOR EXPANSIOV, Or FORCES AND HOW=NS

The forces and moamnts on the laft-hand side of the equations of

cotion can be czpre•ocd as functions of propertiecs of the body, propertien

of the fluid, and propertion of the motion. When considering a specific

hull form and using the generally accepted scaling lati, the forco and

6



co-zntn may be considered as functions of the motion and orientation

para--tcrs only. When dealing uith steering and maneuverinl, they are

alco considered as functions of the deflection 6 of control surfaces

(rudder):

Force f(properties of motion, rudder deflection)
Moment

f(x 0 1 0 , 0 ,,lvývvpq3,,*43is 6 *1 6 3-6 etc.)

orientation motion parameters control
parameters surface

parameters

lthen considerivg aotion in an unrestricted horizontal plana, it is

clear that no forces or co-_anto are exertod on the chip due to a chouge in

orientation, and the forces and ro-ont vill then only be functions of the

three degrees of freedom =otion parar:tera and the rudder deflection:

Tn the folloins trentmont, it is further asrd that the control

forces and mo=•nto produced by a deflection of the control surface (rudder)

are duo to the deflection 6 only, ivhilo forces and rcte.t produced on the

ship as a result of 6 and 6 are nesligible.*

Tho functions deccribing the forces and crnts can be developed into

a useful forn for analysis purpocse by the use of the Taylor expan•ion of

a function of covoral variables. The forces and imo-_nts can thus be on-

pressed to any desired degree of accurmzy by considering Cufficient torms

Mhc variables 4 and 6 are considered negligible in the treatcant of ship
cotions, but they are not necoccarily negligible, if determining the forces
on the rudder itcalf; e.g., the torque en the rudder stock during a maneuver.

7



in the expansion. If the eopansion ic limitcd to the firat order terms,

the well-known linearized expansion will be obtained.

If StraLrht ahead notion at conatant cpced with rudder midships is

chosen as the Initial equilibrium coadition, the lin-ariced expansion of

the forces and moment (Equation (4)) becomoi$

X = X* + Xuu+1 r+X1+)ýi+ +X (5)

where A'A = (u-u 1) , with smilar expressions for Y and N.

Similarly,the Taylor ansin, iucludiun torns up to third order,

becomess

X --X* + %4 +ux .*. + Xrr + Xe~ + xjý + 2%.f + X~6

+ [X , W..••X66 +,.. +

2,Xa, .v&'- + 2.%,I,,.ur . .... .. .•<,

I.,.. 4 2 4 X 6 * 6 1 (6)

3 4W*.V xuUv+3%X& r + ..... +3 Xg 2

6-XU r4U-vr 6-% ndu-u + + 6'xv-j -OA
with simloar expressions for Y and X.

Equating the linearized expansion, Equation (5), with the dynamic

Vesponso terms given on the right-hand side of the equations of motion,

Equations (3), and neglectinS dynnmic roeponco of occond-order smallnoss

in the same way as second-order torm have boen neglected in the force and

moment expansions, the linearized equations of motion for steering and

maneuvering are obtained

8



+ X+ V" + XV+ X*Lr + xaLA+ Xvý+ ý*+ 6

y* + Yu+ Yvv+ Yrr+ %.Ck+V +Yei + Ya6r~~ (7)

+* tlu + rV + r A .+IV6 JkrC-rj
U

The driva-tiva %, 4,, X, X a Y-3 ar, all • Oro for any chip or

blody vith zeyrAtrical ta2 port er-1 ctar.oard.* Az a consequence, YU) Yfi

N and N. =mst also be zero. 4

Vt u

Uith the termsa ca the riht-hcmd •a•e of the equations brought over to

the left side cn- cc-_bined vith similar ter=o the linear mathematical todel

for the steering c=d =rceuvering of a curface rhip finally beco=z=

.+ Xuu

(Y-).+ v rY-x~ (- s+ Y66 0O (8)
(+ Nv -+ + N-,,Ul) + " I)• 0

Oh the basis of the linear cadols Equations (8), the vell-hnou• criterion

for dyn=mic otability in otraleht line motion can be evaluated ao

C M (vr-,ioUi) - Nv(Yr-w) > 0 (9)

rer a dyncnically stable thip, the modal con furthermoro be applied

to predict naneuvoro ao lona ao only c=1l1 rudder deflections and cmal1

deviationo frcn the original straight line motion are considered. The

,limitationo of the model arc, ho'eovor, obvious from the fact that no opeoed

loss is indicated.

*Thio is one of the advantages by choosing axio systemo in the plane of
symmetry of the body.

9



OROLIURAR •T U NiODEL

to obtain realistic predictions of maneuvoro ouch as tight turns for

large rudder angles and to predict the perfor=ance of a dyncriically unstable

sh*.p, it beco=--s necessary to develop and solve a nonlinear mathcmatical

model, which includes higher order terms in the Taylor expanoson of forces

and moment s.

The nonlinear mathc.tical model utcd as a basis for the computer prob',.

laas been based on a Taylor expansion of forces and mo~onts including terms of

up to third order; see Equations (6). The inclusion c.' terms higher thar,

third order vas not considered to increase the accuracy of prediction sig-

nificantly. Furchermore, practical limitationo of coauroment techniques

and the state of refinemont of present theory did not justify the inclusion

of higher terms.

SImmtry considerations demnatrate that the X-equation should be an

even function of the parameters vp r, 6$, Ia and i; similarly, the Y- and

N-equations are odd fuactions of the sad-_ paramoters. Concequently, add

terms In v, r, 6, O, and * have been eliminated from the X-equation, and

oven terms in the same parameters from the Y- and 11-equationa. An altoraa-

tive solution would have been to introduce absolute values of the paramcters

v, r, 6, io and k into the equations, but this was considered less attrac-

tive.

As a further consequence of the body symetry, u Y) Yuuu YO

and corresponding derivatives in the momant equation 1;, 1uu 4 .

are all zero.

10



An uncy-=trical force (for instance, the side force from a single

propeller) has been taken into account by constant terms Y, and V* in the

Taylor enpanoion. An unnyrz=trical oide force has been conoidered a function

of speed, and terms Y*U, Y*uu' N*u' , u have consequently been introduced

into the r-athmeatical model to facilitate that changer of side force vith

speed are taken into account.*

The nonlinear equations can be reduced further by considering the

nature of the acceleratir'n forces. AbTo-witt states,4 that no cecond er

higher order acceleration torms can be e.spected. This is based on the assump-

tion that there is no significant interaction between viscous and inertia

properties of the fluid and that acceleration forces calculated from poten-

tial theory give only linear terms vhen applied to subzrged bodiec.

Ablo-aitz further reaconc that terms reprecontina crono-coupling be-

troen acceleration and velocity par=3tero are nero or neoliSibly cm-all

for reasons similar to those just given.

Th0 validity of thhao basic considerationo of Abhowitt' hac been

verified by the eno~rir•ntal =mcurc=onts zeported in reference 5.

Equating the nonlinoar Taylor enzpenonos, Equationa (6), with dynamic

rooponco tomns, Equations (3), and takina the above conoiderationo into

account, the nonlinear equations of motion finally becomu

X-Equation: (A-X4)• - f)(uVr,)

Y-Equation: (*-Y.# + (M G-Y.)? = f 2 (uv,r,) (10)

*:If an unoy-__.trical force chould turn out to be a function of other
par= tero than cpecd, this uncyotry could easily be introduced into
the procent .ath=hatical codel. It would have been more difficult to
do this if absolute values of the paraoeters has been applied.

11



X-Equati~on: (mxG-N.)Cv + (I= N')' Y3 u vr,6) (10)
V : rcont'd

whare

f (uovor,6) =X4+ XAu +-4K Au2 +-'C ,u 3 +
1 2 2uu 6 uudu+

v 2+ (-,X +=l)rJ+ 1 x 2 +x 2 r rAu + XA +
vV 2rr G 6e r2xv u 2 rru

(Xv+m)vr + %ýve + Xr6 r6+ X vrU zu + Xv~v&Au + r rA

f (u,v,r,6) -Y* +Y* Au +Y* Au2 +
2 U uU

+- 4 ' -Yv 2 + 4 v 2+ YAu + 1 1Aj
V6 vvv 2 vrrr 2 V664 +vuN 2 vuu

(Y miuz)r + -4 r3 + =Y r+ #~r5 2 + Yruru + 4 ~2

ycs + --Y6'6+ r~ 6v2 l 6J2+ Y6 6Au + =1 - u+Y r
6~~ 66 l&vv 2 Srr U u r

f3(~vr6)= N* + N* U&"+ N*uau 2 +

N~vv+ 1  ~' =2166v N VAU + 4 AJ6'v% vrr V+ 2i2  +u

(Nr-mxu) r + 45 I r; 2 + Ir6r2 r~u + 24 rA2~'G 6 rrr rrr68r u+ 2 u

1466 + 1 6j3+ 4 6v2+ 46 6r2+ N6 6Au + -N4 6&ui2+ Nvr

P'RINCIPLE$ FOR SOLUTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL

USING DIGITAL COMPUTER

METH~C OF NUME~RICAL SOLUTION

The mathematical model, Equat~ions (10). can be solved with Tespect to

the accelerations t6, 4x and i. which become

f,(utv,,r,6)

(1 r N f 2(ai,Vr) (=-Y f3(u~v~r,6) (1

lZ G'R'(XGy'

V 1-



(M-Y.) f3 (u,v,r,6) - (xG-R.z) f 2 (u•v,,r6)
(m-Y.)(IzN.) - (=G-•N) (=tG-Y ') '(11)

cont'd

These solutions can ba rewritten in the form
du
d' g= [t ,u(t) ,v(t) ,r(t) ,6(t)

dvd't = g2 t1.t(t) ,v(t) ,r(t) ,6(0)] Z2

dr -- t ,u(t),v(t),,r•,t) .6,t)]

It is seen thi t the mathematica- model has been reduced to a set of

three firat-order differential equations. An approximate numerical solu-

tion for this type of equations is readily obtained on a digital computer.

The process in the nu=arical solution is that the values of u, v, and r at

time t+At are obtained from knowledge of the values of u, v, r, and 6 at

time t.

A simple first-order aethod has been applied in the computer - o~m;

the values at time t+At are obtained simply by the first-order Taylor

series expansion

u (t+At) - u (t) + A.•t)

v(t+At) - v(t) + &t.i(t) (13)

r(t+At) a r(t) + &t -(t)

This method is found to give adequate accuracy for the present type of

differential equations, because of the fact that the accelerations 4, i,

and i vary only alowly with time. This is duo to the large ma=s and inertia

of a ship compared to the relatively small forces and meomnts produced by

its control surfaces.
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Furthermore, digital computers enable long repetitive calculations

to be made fast and accurately, and any desired accuracy of the solutions

can be obtained using small time intervalsAt.

CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTION OF TRAJECTORY

So far, the mathematical model has been developed in dimensional

form. The development has on the other hand been completely general, anI

tue equations are equally valid in the nondimensional form.*

In the computer program, the mathematical model has been adopted in

its nondimensional form. To describe the calculation of a trajectory in

dimensional form on the basis of the nondimensional equations, the non-

dimensionalized form of a given quantity will be indicated by the prime

of that quantity in the following discussion.

Assuming that a full set of nondimensional hydrodynamic coefficients

(X', Xu Y v N ', etc.) is available and that the rudder deflection 6 is

defined as a function of time, the first step in the calculation of the

trajectory of a ship maneuver would be to define the initial condition,

i.e., set the nondimensional values

u(t)'= u(t)/u(t)

v W), v W A (t)
(14)

rt)' = W(t I ( i P)

at time t=O. Having done this, the nondimensional accelerations fit, 'Ot,

and V' can be calculated from equations (11), and the corresponding

accelerations in dimensional form from

*The velocity used for nondimensionalization should be the velocity at
any time, t rather than the initial velocity.
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i(t) = (t). (u(t)2 /LBP)

i(t) = ý(t)'. (u(t) 2/LBP) (15)

i(t) = (t)'. (u(t) 2/LBP )

The new velocities in dimensional form at time t=At can be obtained from

Equations (13) and the corresponding nondimensional values from Equations

(14). The process is then repeated using the new values for ul, vI, r',

and 6' in Equations (11), and so on. The values of the velocities at a

time t are thus obtained from

u(t) = u(O) + U_(T).-t

t-At
v(t) = v(o) + P=(•()"t (16)

t-At

r(t) = r(O) + P (t

where u(O), v(O), and r(O) are the values of u, v, and r at t=O, and r

represents intermediate values of time (between time, 0 and time, t-At)

at which the accelerations fi(t), i(t), and i(t) are determined.

The instantaneous coordinates of 4he path of the origin of the ship

X0 0 (t) and y 00 (t) relative to the fixed eart:h axes, the instantaneous

radius of curvature R(t), angle of yaw kt), etc., can be obtained

similarly from the velocities by using the formulas

( )P~(O) + ttr(-C) -At

(17)

voO (t)= x.O)+ c o *c)(+(u(1r)-u(0) sinA() ].At



Yo0(t) = Yo0 (°)+ t-At [(ucT)-u(O)) co#(r) - v(]) -sin) At

RM =Iu~t+UKO)) +vt) (17)
R(t) r(t) cont 'd

The accuracy of the predicted trajectory can be controlled by

running the calculation with different values of the time interval At.

It is found that a high accuracy is easily obtainable, and a time inter-

val of At = 1 sec has been chosen as standard in the computer program.

DEFINITION OF RIMDER DEFLECTION

It is necessary in the calculation of a ship trajectory,as mentioned

above, to define the rudder deflection as a function of time. This has

been adcomplished in the computer program by assuming the rudder to move

with a certain constant rate of deflection and assuming a certain timelag

between the instant the rudder deflection is ordered, and the instant the

rudder begins to zov3. A rudder deflection up to a certain given angle

Sconst would be executed in the program as indicated in the following

example:

6(t) = 6(ti) until t > tlag+ t1

then 6(t) = 6(t1) + rate.(t-t 1 -t lag) until 6(t) = 6const

then 6(t) = 6const.

A rudder function of this type gives a close approximation to the

actual time history of a ship's rudder when a certain maneuver is ordered

on the bridge, and almost any practical rudder sequence encountered when
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considering ship maneuvers can be built up. The zig-zag maneuver can, for

example, be built up as follows, using these principles:

6(t) = 6(t%) until t > tlag+ %

then 6(t) = 6(t ) + rate.(t-t la-t ) until6(t)=6•ost
then 6(t) = const until t = t2 when '=onst

then 6(t) = 6 const until t > tlag+t2

then 6(t) = 6conste rate.(t-tlag-t2) until6(t)= -6const

then 6(t) =-6 until t = t when on-6
const 3const

then 6(t) =-6const until t > tlag +t 3

then 6(t) =-6const÷ rate.(t-tl,,-t3) until6,t)= 6const

then repeat.

COEFFICIENTS IN MATHEMAT1CAL MODEL

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR MEASUREMEhT OF COEFFICIENTS

To perform the computations of ship maneuvers, it is necessary to know

the various hydrodynamic derivatives (Xd, YX Nr etc.) which appear in

the mathematical model, Equations (10). These coefficients depend largely

upon the ship geometry and design, and in general they differ significantly

from one hull form to another. For most of the coefficients, it is necessary

to rely on model testing techniques of special nature in order to determine

the values for the particular ship form.

The coefficients are by definition partial derivatives of a force or

moment with respect ti one or more of the motion parameters. To obtain the

different coefficients, it is necessary to let the model execute various

forced motions and to measure the forces and moments as functions of the
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different motion parameters. An example might illustrate this principle.

For a =odel which has been to-ed at d4ifferent specific drift angles, corres-

ponding forces Y and momsnts N have been measured. Figure I shows the non-

dliransional values Y' and N' plotted &s a function of the nondimensional side

velocity vl=V/u. From these measurements, it is now possible to obtain the

derivatives with respect to the side velocity v, namely, Yv, Y v as well as

Nv and N vv. The derivatives are related in a simple manner to the coeffi-

cients in the third-order polynominals, which give the best curve fitting to

the experimental values. Thus, if the third-order polynomials fitted, e.g.,

by a least squares procedure, are of the form:

yt = a0 + a Iv' + a3.v 3
S(18)

N' = b0 + b1 v* + b3.v,3

then the derivatives would be directly rmlted to the p•,lynom-coefficients

as follows:

Y a 1 yo I= a3
16 wv 3 (19)

N'b, 16N 1= b3

Different testing facilities such as rotating arm, oscillators, and

planar motion mechanism are capable of executing model tests with various

types of forced motions. The most versatile instrumentation is probably

the planar motion mechanism because any type of motion with respect to which

derivatives are desired can be produced by this instrumentation. A detailed

discussion of a planar motion mechanism and the technique for measuring the

different derivatives for a surface ship is presented in Reference 6. Here

it is sufficient to mention that measuring techniques are available, which
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in model scale permit measuring the different derivatives appearing in the

mathematical model, Equations (10).

CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS IN X-EQUATION

Three of the coefficients in the X-equation, X, and areu 2"uu, 6n uu uar

calculated in the computer program on the basis of the results from open-

water propeller test and the ship effective horsepower data.

Mhen the ship is sailing straight ahead with constant velocity u1,

the propeller thrust working with the thrust deduction exactly equals the

resistance of the. ship

X = T'l-t) - Rt = 0 (20)

This equilibrium condition defines the initial propeller thrust and

the corresponding propeller torque and revolutions.

As soon as a maneuver is initiated, this equilibrium condition is dis-

turbed. The X-force, which represents the difference between the propeller

thrust and the ship resistance, will vary as a function of the speed.

ApproximatiLog the X-force by a third-order polynomial,

X(,u-\-a0 + a,.-Au + a 2 AAu2 + a 3*Au 3

where Au = (u-u 1 ), the derivatives X*,, X, Kuul, 4uu can be obtained

directly from the coefficients of the polynomials as follows:

X* = aoiO; Xu = a,; 1 uY- a2; 1 =a 3

In the program the actual X-force is computed at the different speed

values for which the ship resistance is known from the ship effective horse-

power data. The corresponding propeller thrust values are computed using
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different assumptions that depend upon the type of engine and the engine set-

ting to be maintained during the maneuver.

The propeller thrust can thus be calculated, either assuming constant

propeller revolutions or assuming the propeller torque to vary proportionally

to the revolutions in a certain power. If torque is assumed to vary inverse-

ly proportional to propeller revolutions, the thrust values corresponding to

a turbIae power plant capable of maintaining a constant power output would

be obtained. If torque is assumed to be constant during the maneuver, the

corresponding condition for a Diesel power plant would be obtained.

SCALE EFFECTS

Most of the coefficients to be used in the mathematical model would

be obtained from model tests, and in this connection it is reasonable to

give some considerations to scale effects in the measurement of the

coefficients.

The model tests would be conducted according to Froude's law, hence

the Reynolds number would not be satisfied, and the possibility of Reynolds

number effects should be wecogniued.

Tests with airfoils covering a wide range of Reynolds numbers indicate

that change of Reynolds number apparently has no systematic effect on the

lift-curve slope. gowever, the variation of maximum lift might be appreci-

able because separation or flow breakdown occur earlier for the relatively

toicker boundary layer around a model body at the lower Reynolds number.

These results from airfoil testing can be applied in the present discussion

of scale effects, as most of the Y-forces and N-mosents would be due to

similar lift and circulation effects. Thus, according to the nature of the
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Reynolds number effect, scale effects should not be expected for any

of the first-order derivatives, e.g.) v'Y r' Y6, N , Nr N6, etc., which

in general only represent lift slope characteristics. In the case of the

higher order derivatives, however, the possibility of scale effects should

be considered, as it is likely that these coefficients would be influenced

if separation or flow breakdown occurred. Normally, higher order deriva-

tives of the motion parameters v and r, for instance Yvv Y etc., are

determined for relatively small values of v and r corresponding to angles

of attack before any separation effect takes place. For this reason scale

effects would probably be negligible also for these coefficients. This is

not true for the rudder, as the rudder deflection for which rudder character-

istics are measured also will cover the range of rudder breakdown. For the

derivatives Y6 6a and N6 6 6 , in particular, a rational correction for scale

effects should be considered.

The maximum lift is sensitive to surface roughness, especially near

the leading edge. Thus, model rudders should be finished as smooth as

posjible in order to operate in a well-defined condition and to obtain re'.

peatable measurements. Similarly, the surface roughness of the full-scale

rudder should be taken into consideration and corrected for as part of

the above-mentioned correction of rudder derivatives Y666 and N66 6 for

Reynolds number effect.

Model tests should be carried out for propeller revolutions corres-

ponding to the ship propulsion point and not to the model propulsion point,

which, e.g., normally would have to be applied using free-running, self-

propelled models. The propeller slipstream can t:hus be correctly modeled.

This has been found to be very important, as it has a great effect not
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only upon the rudder derivatives Y6 and N6 , but also upon the hull deriva-

tives Y Yr, Nv and Nr-

As outlined previously, the coefficients Xu, X and Xuuu in this

computer program are calculated on the basis of the proper ship resistance

values and a power assumption corresponding to the engine setting which

would be attempted during an actual maneuver. As these coefficients are

of prime importance in obtaining the correct speed reduction during a maneu-

ver, it is found that a principal asale effect problem has thus been taken

?roperly into account. This procedure would be contrary to the free-running

model techniqueb where the difference between model and ship resistance

would be a serious problem and result in the measurement of a too small

speed reduction in model scale.

The. foregoing discussion of factor3 influencing scale effect should in-

dicate that it is possible to take scale effect problems into account in

the determination of the different coefficients for the mathematical model.

Present experience might be insufficient to introduce a correction for

Reynolds number effect as suggested for the rudder derivatives Y66 6 and

N6b6; nevertheless, a correction is thought to be feasible. It is empha-

sised that this is in contrast to the free-running model technique, where

the scale effect problems caused by incorrect propulsion point, Reynolds

number effects, etc., would be completely mixed up in the model results,

leaving only very little room for introduction of scale effect corrections

based on a proper physical understanding of the problem.

VARIATIONS OF COEFFICIENTS WITH SPEED

The computer program has been based on a solution of the mathematical

model in nondimensional form; consequently, the coefficients used as input
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data to the program should be applied in their corresponding nondimensional

form.

The calculation of a full-scale trajectory of a ship maneuver is based

on dimensionalizing by the instantaneous forward velocity u(t); see Equa-

tions (14) and (15). When a certain speed loss takes place during a maneuver,

forces and moments are thus basically considered as being proportional with

the instantaneous speed squared, and coefficients such as Ivu' Yvuu' Yru'

Yruu' Ysu' YSuu' etc., which represent the change of forces and moments with

speed, should only reflect the extent to which this proportionality does not

hold true.

Measutements of the noridimensional coefficients YV ' Yr', N ', and N

carried out for various ship models at different speed values have indicated

that these coefficients are largely independent of speed. Thus coefficients

', Y Y N 'N ' N ' and N ,which should representvu vuu ru ruu vu vuu ru ruu
the change with speed, are negligible. Consequently, at present it has been

found reasonable to eliminate these coefficients in the computer program.

For the rudder derivatives Ys' and Ns', a noteworthy effect has been

measured for a change in forward speed especially on ships where the rudder

is situated in the propeller slipstream. Apparently, this is due to the

fact that the propeller slipstream is nearly constant even for a considerable

change of forward speed, because propeller revolutions are kept more or less

constant during a maneuver. Thus, the velocity of the inflow to the rudder

is not dependent on forward speed alone; consequently, the nondimensional

coofficients YS and NS' must vary as a function of forward speed. The

coefficients YSu' and NSu', which represent the first order change of the

rudder derivatives with speed, are for this reason thought to be of
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considerable importance, and they should be included in an experimental

determination of the various coefficients.

The coefficients Y~uu' N~uu' representing only the second-order change

of Vand N' with speed, have nevertheless, been considered negligible and

eliminated in the program.

The coefficients X t3 X I X , X I X and 2T6' in the X-eqa-
Wa, rru ' 66m y, vln hru

tion, which represent the change of XvIs X, I X- ' X',' and Xr withvv rr' 66,o V 6 vb 6r
forward speed, have similarly been omitted from the computer program as

they are thought be be of minor importance at least in comnparison with the

dominating coefficients K, Xu, and X

RESUME OF COEFFICIENTS

The mathematical model developed in Equations (10) include 17 coeffi-

cients in the X-equation and 24 coefficients in each of the Y- and N-equa-

tions, As mentioned in the previous section, several of the coefficients

representing change of nondimensional forces and moments with forward spesi

have been found negligible and are eliminated in the computer program.

Obviously, coefficients are of varying importance with respect to the

accuracy of a prediction, and a classification of the coefficients has

been attempted in the sunuary of the coefficients given in Tables 1-3,

pages 25-27,

The tables also show the identifiers that have been used for the

coefficients in the computer program as well as nondimensional factors

and examples of the numerical values taken from Reference 5. The planar

motion mechanism test technique, which could be used to measure the coeffi-

cients, is mentioned briefly.
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Table 1 - Summary of Coefficients in X-Equation

Vmriable X - L q n a t i o n Planar Notion Mechanism Test Technique
or

Tovl-nr ertifierl ror l onlin. Relative oalrulation method

hxpantion in rector Coefu. Iepootance

And LDynmic V-XIA .05 of
PSpo•tze Prrsra from Caoff.

Term .s EXO t iC

(1)(2) 0?)

(n-X.) X U£-T P pI UF 840.0 1 Estimated from theory X.•-O.0. m
UU

All 'IT p P'u -U I O.Q I Calculated on the basic of ship

X U W pLrk' 45.0 I EUP-data nnd results from epen-

Zu 3 x -ý FL~r /U -10.3 I wa~ter propeller test.

2 1 V
-2½xvv ZV L'P? -8W•.R ?MI Sntati drift arwle test

r? (I Xrr +nl X RI ½ r' lq.0 VI Pure "aw (argular motion) test
2 r2

6?2 1 X ED * LEPýu -N4.1 VI Static drift angle test

v',m 1 vvUv~ .X-*LEP 

2/ulrau I x ,!u
2 rru LPA

.? 1 j p L2Pu

vr (X.r+m) X VR LEI 7*q.0 N Yaw and drift angle test - m is known

v6 XV6 X VD i pLLPEu 93.? N Static drift arnle test

r6 X_6 X RD 9 pLBPu 0.0 1 Yaw and rudder angle test

vr4u x p LBP3/u

v6au 1v6u ,p LBP

r6au Xr6u.. ! 9 LBO

- I X* x 0 j V LBP'u' 0.0 N• Static- drift angle test

(1) The Fortran program does not include all terms in the mathematical mo4el. Equations (10). Certain

coe ficients have been left out, as they have been considered unimportant for the accuracy of the
predictions.

(2) The nordimensional cotfficients have been taken from Reference 5.

(3) The coefficients have been divided into three grades according to their importance for the
accuracy of a prediction. The most important coefficients are indicated by I; coefficients of
minor importance by VI; coefficients, which apparently are negligible, by N.
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Table 2 - Summary of Coefficients in Y-Equation

Variable Y - Z q u a t i o n Planar Motion Mechanism Test Technique
or

Taylor Identifier ?Iondim. Nondim. Relative Calculation Method
Expansion in Factor Coef•. Importance

And Dynamic FORTRAN .10 of
Response Program from Cooff.

Terms Ewamplt

(1) (2) (3)

(r-Y.) Y VDOT ?LBP
3  1546.0 I Pure away (transverse motion) test

I- (mxG-Yj) Y ROT I LBP
4  -8.6 I Pure yaw (angular motion) test

v Yv Y V ½ 9LBP2u -1160.4 I Static drift angle test

V3 1 Y Y VV 9 LBp2/u -8078.2 MI Static drift angle test

2 ½ vrr Y VRR 9 U q~P4/u 0.0 N Yaw and drift angle tent 4v 2 . Yv66 Y VDD 9 LBP 2
u -3.8 N Static drift angle test!2

v',u Y, i 9 LBP2

vu 2  1 3 LBP 2/u

r (Yr-mU) Y R ½ LBP
3 u -499.0 I Pure yaw (angular motion) test

r
3  Y Yrrr I Y RRR 9 p LBP 

5
/u 0.0 N Pure yaw (angular motion) test

2 1 Y Y RVV 7BPy3/u 15356.0 I Yaw and drift angle-test
2 rvv

r62 r6 iY RDr j p LBP
3

u 0,0 N Yaw and rudder angle test

r~au Y A &LBP

rBu 3Yru ipBP/u

6 Y6  Y D 19 LBP2 u 277.9 I Static drift angle test

63 Y DDD p LBP2u2 -90.0 MI Static drift angle test

62 1 vv Y DVV &pLBP2  
1199.6 MI Static drift angle test

r2 1 6rr Y DRR pLBP4 0.0 N Yaw and rudder angle testu Y~u Y lD j &LBP 2
u (0.0) MI Static drift angle test

executed at various peeed values

2 1 LP2
6Au 7 Y2uu

rrLP
3  

0.0 N Yaw and drift angle test
vrb Yvr Y VD 3 0.0executed at various speed values

Y, Y 0 LB.LP
2

u
2  -3.6 MI Static drift angle test

2 Static drift angle test
Au Y* u Y OU *LP u (0.0). N4 executed at various speed values

au 2 Y * u u ½ P L B P 2P 
2

(1) The FORTRAN program does not incorporate all terms in the mathematical model, Equations (10).
Certain coefficients have been left out, as they have been considered without importance for the
accuracy of the predictions.

(2) The nondimensional coefficients have been taken from Reference 5 except values enclosed in
parenthesis, for which nn data were available.

(3) The coefficients have been divided into three grades according to their importance for the
accuracy of a prediction. The most important coefficients, which should be available in order
to obtain a prediction, are marked by I; coefficients of minor importance by NI: coefficients
which apparently are negligible, by N.
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Table 3 - Summary of Coefficients in N-Equation

Variable N - E q u a t i o n Planar Motion Mechanism Test Technique
or

Taylor 7dentifier Nondim. Nondim. Relative Calculation Method
Expansion in Factor Coeff. Importance

And Dynamic FORTRAN 105 of
Response Program from Coeff.

Terms Example

(1)( ) ( )

(mXG-N ) N VDOT pLBP4 -22.7 I Pure sway (transverse motion) test

(12-N N RDOT 9 LBP5 82.9 I Pure yaw (angular motion) test

v Nv N V p LBP3u -263.5 I Static drift angle test

v3 S vvv N VVV 9 LBP3/u 1636.1 MI Static drift angle test

vr' I N N VRR ?9 LBP
5

/u 0.0 N Yaw and drift angle test

; Nv N VDD j 9 LBP
3
u 12.5 N Static drift angle test

v.%u Nvu 9 LBP4

YiU 2 y Nvuu 9 LBP /u

r (INr-mxou) N R 9 LBP
4
u -166.0 I Pure yaw (angilar motion) test

rr r N PRR LBP 6/u 0.0 N Pure yaw (angular motion) test

rv
2  1 Nrv N RVV p LBP

4
/u -5483.0 * Yaw and drift angle test1

6 N6 N RDD 9 LBP
4

u 0 0 N Yaw and rtdder anale test

r.u N 9 9 LBP
4

r.au
2  1 N 9 p LBP

4
/u

2 ruu

6 N6  N D 9 LBP
3

u
2  

-138.8 1 Static drift angle test

6 1 • N DDD • 9 LDP
3
u2 45.0 MI Static drift angle test

6v
2  

1 N6vv N DVV 9 LBP3 -489.0 MI Static drift angle test

6r
2  1 N N ODRR U 4 u n.O N Yaw and rudder angle test

6 au 7N6r N DU pLP 3  (0.0)Static drift angle test
6u Du (0.0) MI executed at various speed values

6au2  
. %uu ½ 9 LOP

3

vr1 r N VPD ½LBP
4  0.0 N Yaw and drift angle test

vrr6 ,. 0.0executed for various speed values

- N N 0 9 L3p
3
u

2  
2.8 MI Static drift angle test

N Np u (0.0) N Static drift angle test
Au Nu N OU (0.O) N executed at various speed values
AU

2  kU Uuu p LBP
3

(1) The FORd:fAN proarnv does not incorporate all te.rms in the mathematical model, Equations (10).
Certain coefficients have bpen left out, as they have been considered without importance for the
accuracy of the predictions,

(2) 1he nnnditensi-nal coefficients heve been taken from Refererce 5 except values enclosed in
parenthesin, for %hich no data were available.

(3) The coefficienti ýsav heers dividod into three ,roden according to their imrortance for the
accuracy of a rredictin. The "ost irportant coefficients, which should be avrilable in order
to obtaini a prediction, are msr~ed by I; coefficients of minor importance by MI; coefficients,
which appnrpntly are nerlirible, by N.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PREDICTION OF STANDARD MANEUVERS

The solution of the mathematical model for steering and maneuvering

has been programmed in the FORTRAN II language available for the IBM 7090

computer at TM. The program is designated AML Problem XPMC. The FORTRAN

listing of the computer program is included in Appendix C of this report.

INPUT DATA

Data forms have been worked out to help in the accurate preparation of

input data for the computer program. An example of the data forms is given

in Appendix A, and the following discussion of the input data refers to thi'

example.

The input data consist of two parts: (1) Specification data, page 52

and (2) Ship data, pages 53-56.

Specification Data

The specification data describe the maneuvers which should be predictec

at the execution of the program. Four different types of calculations can

be specified and carried out by the program:

I. Calculation of the turning circle parameters as defined in Figure

2. The parameters are calculated fc>r a series of different rudder

deflections, which should be specified in the data form.

2. Calculation of the turning cirzle trajectory for a certain rudder

deflection, Parameters such as advance, transfer, speed, heading

angle, angular velocity, and drift angle are presented on a time

basis for each 10 sec until a 450-deg turn has been executed. The

turning circle calculation can be specified for several rudder

deflectious at each execution of the program.
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3. Calculation of the zig-zag maneuver as defined diagranm'tically

in Figure 3. The same parameters as mentioned above for the

turning circle calculation are presented on the basis of a time

interval of 10 sec. The calculation of the zig-zag maneuver can

be repeated for different limits of the rudder and heading angle

at each execution of the program if this is desired.

4. Calculation of spiral maneuver. This maneuver is executed as

usual starting with a specified positive rudder deflection, step-

wise reducing the rudder angle to a specified negative rudder

deflection and vice versa. To obtain an accurate determination

of a possible loop phenomenon, a smaller difference between con-

secutive rudder positions can be specified in the range around

zero rudder deflection (see figure on data form, page 52 ).

Port or left rudder is considered a positive rudder deflection in

the program. Similarly, starboard or right rudder corresponds to a nega-

tive deflection. The rudder deflections should be specified accordingly

in the data forms.

The 35-deg turning circle, 20-20 deg zig-zag, and spiral maneuvers

are referred to as the "Standard Maneuvers" which are used to evaluate

performance qualities of a surface ship. The maneuvers, which have been

specified on the example of the data form in Appendix A, actually corres-

pond to those "Standard Maneuvers."

A graphic display of the computer results, that is, turning circle

trajectory, zig-zag, and spiral. maneuver can be obtained directly from

the TMB computer by means of the on-line Charactron plotting equipment.
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Such a plotting of the results can be specified on the data form as a pert

of the specification data.

Ship Data

The ship data have been divided into three groups: (1) Principle

ship data, page 53, (2) EHP-data and open-weater propeller characteristics,

pages 54-55 , and (3) nondimensional coefficients, page 56.

The principle ship data include particulars such as ship length, beami,

draft, displacement, propeller dimensions, wake coefficient, thrust deduc-

tion coefficient, etc. This group of data, furthermore, incorporates

values for the rudder system, such as rudder rate and timelag discussed

previously in the section "Definition of Rudder Deflection," page 16.

The ship effective horsepower data and open-water characteristics

for the propeller (Data Group 2) together with data for approach speed,

wake coefficient, thrust deduction coefficient, and information aboux ýhe

type of the ship propulsion plant,(Data Group 1) are the basis for calcu-

lating the coefficients Xu, Xuu, and Xuuu, as discussed in the section

"Calculation of Coefficients in X-Equation," page 19. The ship effective

horsepower data should be given fcr a range of speed values covering the

values to be encountered during the maneuvers. The roughness or extra-

polation allowance used in the praparation of these data should correspond

to the condition of the ship hull roughness for which the maneuvering pre-

dictions are desired. Similarly, the wake and thrust deduction coeffi-

cients should be actual ship values; for instance, those cbtained from

model tests and corrected for possible scale effects.

The calculation of the Xu, Xuu, and X uu coefficients can be based

eithei. on the asS~mption that propeller revolutions will be kept constant
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during the maneuvers or on the assumption that propeller torque will vary

proportionally to propeller revolutions in a certain power. In the first

mentioned case, the input value named TYPE on the data form should be

chosenasa value smaller than -5.0, whereas in other cases TYPE represent

the power factor in the propeller torque equation:

QlA (nt/nt )TYPE (23)

Tbvi proper value of the power factor depends upon the type of power plant

and should be estimated from information about the actual ship under con-

sideration. If TYPE=0, Equation (23) would represent the case where torque

remains constant during a maneuver since Qt = QtI" This would largely

corrsspond to the conditions of a Diesel engine, which would develop a

constant torque independent of speed and propeller revolutions so long

as the engine setting is kept constant. If TYPE=-l.0, Equation (23) would

change to Qt.nt= Qt *nt , which actually would correspond to a turbine cap-

able of maintaining a constant power output (which, for instance, would be

the case for a turbine with semi-automatic throttle control).

The nondimensional coefficients to be stated as the last group of the

ship data (Data Group 3) are those coefficients obtained from captive

model testing, previously discussed-in the Chapter "Coefficients in Mathe-

mata.cal Model," page 17. Tables 1, 2, and 3, pages 25-27, show the re-

lationship between the hydrodynamic derivatives in the mathematical model,

Equation (10), and the corresponding identifiers used in the program, and

on the data form. The tables also give the nondimensionalizing factors,

to be used in the data preparatiozi.
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The data forms in Appendix A give, as an example, values of the various

ship data corresponding to a cargo ship, Except for coefficients Y6u and

N6u .these data have been taken from the data and coefficients published in

Reference 5 for the MARINER hull form. The coefficients Y6u and N6u are

thought to be of some importance for the accuracy of the predictions, but

they have been put equal to zero in the data forms as no model tests are

available at present.

The data forms are, in general, thought to be self-explanatory. They

contain the FORMAI specifications which necessarily must be known for the

preparation of the punched cards.

OUTPUT FORM

The output from the computer program is presented in the form of a

printed "prediction report" and, if desired, as graphs plotted by means of

the Charactron Microfilm Recorder. An example of both types of output is

given in Appendix B, which presents the results corresponding to the input

data shown in the data forms, Appendix A. The following discussion of the

output refers to the example in Appendix B.

Prediction Report

The first pages of the prediction report define precisely the input

data on the basis of which the prediction has been carried out. On PAGE I

it gives the principal ship data; on PAGE 2, the EHP-data and open-water

•! propeller curves; and on PAGE 3, the nondimensional hydrodynamic coeffi-

cients; see pages 58-60.

PAGE 2 of the output shows the calculation of the coefficients Xu,

Xuu, and Xuuu, which in this case has been carried out under the assumption
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of a constant power output from the turbine (this means that propeller

torque multiplied by propeller revolutions has been kept constant for the

different values of speed). It is seen that this power assumption gives a

slight variation of the propeller revolutions, varying from 68.6 rpm at the

15-knot approach s&peed to 55.5 at a speed of 7.0 knots.

To facilitate a straightforward evaluation of the inherent dynamic

stability of the ship, the output includes on PAGE 3 values for the non-

dimeLsional stability criterion and stability roots as well as the slope

of the r-6 curve in sec"I. These quantities have been computed on the basis

of the linear tLeory according to which the criteria for dynamic stability

as mentioned in Equation (9) become:

C = Y (Nr-mxUGU) - N (Yr-muI) > 0 (9)

The stability roots, which all sLould be negative for a stable ship, are,

in accordance with Reference 3, defined by

611 SGM& I -B ý-Yi"
={SIMcA 21 2.A

(2',.)
63 SIGNA 3 X /(m-X.)3U u

where:
A =(m-Y.) (I -N) (M- 6 =-

v --r Gr v

B = -(m-Y.) (N.- l) - (IZ-Nj)Y÷ (=xG-Yj)N+(mG-W-d •r-mud), and

C = stability criterion, Equation (9).

The slope of the r-6 curve, which represents the change in angular

velocity r for a small rudder deflection S, is expressed by

S= __- N "Y) 1- (in (degfsec)/deg) (25)
C33
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The slope is negative for a stable ship, infinite for the marginally stable

ship, and positive for the unstable ship as indicated in Figure 4.

The next pages of the prediction report give the results from the four

different types of calculation which, as described previously, can be

carried out by the program:

1. Calculation of turning circle parameters, PAGE 4

2. Cnlculation of turning rircle for specified rudder angle, PAGE 5

3. Calculation of zig-zag maneuver, PAGE 7

4. Calculation of spiral'maneuver, PAGE 9.

It should be noted that the speed values given in the results correspond

to the velocity vector U= and not to the forward component

u of the velocity.

Charactron Microfilm Plotting of Maneuvers

The Charactron P!otting Equipment, which is available as an on-line

output facility at TO, permits the plotting and recording of results

directly on microfilm, to be developed ani enlarged subsequently. Pages

68-70, Appendix B, show examples of the three types of plots that can be

obtained from the computcr program in this way.

The plot of the turning circle trajectory, page 68, gives the path

of the origin of the ship. The origin of the coordinate axis system

corresponds to the point of rudder execute. The plotting is continued

until a 540-deg turning circle has been completed.

The plot of the zig-zag maneuver, page 69, gives the well-known pre-

sentation of rudder angle and heading angle on a time basis. Rudder

positions are indicated by an asterisk plotted every 10 sec. Similarly,
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the heading angle is plotted with 10-sec time intervals, but in this case

a straight line connecting subsequent points produces the "continuous"

curve seen in the graph. In this connection, it should be noted that the

program is based on a solution of the mathematical model iusing a time

interval of 1 sec, as mentioned on page 16. However, the plotting of the

maneuvers has been based on points with time intervals of 10 sec cnly in

order to reduce the amount of data to be stored in the computer. The

somewhat stepwise appearance of the heading angle curve is, for this reason,

d,'e to the method of plotting, and should not be taken as an expression for

the accuracy of the computer solution.

The result from the spiral maneuver, page 70, is presented as a plot

of rate of change of heading in degrees per second versus the different

rudder positions. The results are plotted as discrete points only, and it

might be necessary to consult the printed results in order to separate

points obtained during the spiral maneuver for decreasing and increasing

rudder angle, respectively. (The line connecting the points on the example

has not been drawn by the racorder, but has been inserted afterward by hand

to help in reading the points on the graph.)

RESULTS OF SAMPLE CAIULATIONS

The output example presented in Appendix B has been calculated on the

basis of hydrodynamic coefficients for the MARINER form measured by planar

motion mechanism tests and reported in Reference 5. The comparison between

full-scale trials and computer predictions given in Reference 5 shows that

the computer solution of the nonlinear mathematical model presents an ac-

curate method for the prediction of the "Standard Maneuvers." No measure-
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ments were available for the coefficients Y6 and Nou, which represent the

first-order change of rudder derivativesY6 and N6 with speed. It is

tXctght,, however, that inclusion of values for these coefficients would

have improved the accuracy furt2aer, particularly in the prediction of

tigh! maneuvers where a considerable speed loss takes place.

To demonstrate the potential of the computer program and its ability

to give detailed information about the maneuvers, different sample calcu-

lations have been worked out and are presented in the following sections.

INFLUENCE OF TYPE OF POWER PLANT UPON THE SPEED LOSS IN MANEUVERS

The type of power plant has a considerable effect upon the speed loss

which takes place during a maneuver. To show this influence, predictions

of the "Standard Maneuvers" have been calculated for three different cases

assuming.-constant propeller revolutions, constant engine power (turbine

ship), and constant torque (Diesel ship), respectively. All three sets

of predictions have been carried out on the basis of the MARINER coeffi-

cients for an approacb speed of 15 knots. Thus, the prediction for the

turbine ship corresponds to the results of the example given in Appendix B.

Figures 5 through 8 present some of the results obtained from the

three predictions. Figure 5 shows change of propeller revolutions as a

function of forward velocity, Figure 6 gives velocity turn entry trans-

ient for the 35-deg port rudder turning circle, and Figure 7 gives, simi-

larly,, change in velocity predicted for the zig-zag maneuver. In Figure

8, the results from the spiral maneuver have been presented in the usual

form as rate of change of heading versus rudder angle.
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The figures clearly indicate that the speed loss is greatly influenced

by the power assumption. For the Diesel shiv, it tokes considerabi~y more

time before steady conditions are obtained, because the speed loss is also

considerably greater (Figures 6 and 7).

Free-running model tests, which often would be carried out for con-

stant propeller revolutions, would apparently indicate a smaller speed loss

r•d a shorter transition period than full-scale trials.

The trajectories of the predicted maneuvers have been found to be

independent of the power assumption°. This would not have been the case

had coefficients for Y and N6 been included in the set of coefficints

used for the predictions. Nevertheless, it indicates that trajectories,

in general, would be independent of the speed loss encountered during a

maneuver. This further indicates that It might be advantageous to compare

and evaluate maneuvering performance on the basis of measurements, which

are independent of the speed loss and =znsequently are independul •f -

the power plant in the ship. Results from the spiral could be presented

in a form suggested in Figure 9 as a plot of the reciprocal of the turning

radius versus rudder deflectin'i instead of in the usual graph shown in

Figure 8, which is influenced by the pmer assumption. This repreaentation

would, in general, be independent of the power assumption, which -might be

difficult to obtain correctly from full-scale trials. Results from the

three sets of predictions would in this way be plotted as a single curve

independent of the speed loss.

Similarly, evaluation of the sig-zag maneuver on the basis of "period"

and "reach" (see Figure 3) would be influenced (but onVy slightly) by the
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power assumption. An evaluation based on factors independent of time would

be preferable.

PREDICTION OF ZIG-ZAG MANMEiRS FOR DIYFERENT VALUES OF SHIP INERTIA.

The predictions present..d in Appendix B have been coTputed on the

basis of an approximate value for the ship moment of inertia Iz. The non-

dimensional value for. the inertia has been taken as IzI= 39.2 -10-5, and

the nondimensional coefficient as (Iz-N.') = N RDOT = 829 9 10-5. Any in-
z r

accuracy in this value would in particular have an effect on the predictiL-

of the aig-zag maneuver. To estimate this influence, supplementary calcu-

lations have been carried out, assuming the inertia to be 25 percent larger

and smaller, respectively. The effect of this change is shown in Figure

10. The characteristic measures, overshoot, reach, and period as defined

in Figure 3, are influenced, but nevertheless it is comforting to see that

even a considerable error in the estimation of ship inertia would introduce

only a siaall change in the maneuvering qualities of the ship.

Thiz example at the same time indicates the flexibility of the prcdic-

tion method. Model testing can be executed for any value of model inertia,

because the appropriate ship valhe can be introduced at the time of data

ptreparation for the computer program. This is in contrast to the free-

running model technique, where model inertia should be properly scaled.

Furthermore, strictly speaking, model results would correspond to only

one value of ship inertia.

RPRED2ICTION OF LOOP PIENONENON IN SPIRAL MANEUVER

The application of the nonlinear mathematical model makea it possible

to give realistic maneuvering predictions even for ships which are dynami-
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cally unstable on a straight course. This is illustrated by Figure 11,

which shows results from the spiral maneuver predicted for four different

hull forms, two of which have been unstable r&*ýile the others have been

marginally stable and stable, respectively. The figure shows plots of

the rate o. change of heading versus rudder angle, aud it is seen that

the unstable ships exibit a zone in which there is a lack of preferential

rate of change of heading with rudder angle. The "loop" phenomenon asso-

ciated with an unstable hull form has thr.s been reconstructed exactly by

the computer program.

Table 4 - Nondimensional Coefficients Governing the Criteria for
Dynamic Stability for Stable, Marginally Stable, and
Unstable Hull Forms

Nondim. Hull Form Hull Form Hull Form Hull Form
Coeff. Stable Marginally Unstable Unstable

MARINER Stable

Y • 105  -1160.4 -1044.0 -928.0 -812.05
N . 10 -263.5 -290.0 -316.0 -343.0

Yr' 10 5  298.0 268.0 238.0 209.0

Nr. 101 -184.3 -166.3 -147.3 -129.3

CYr-mu -499.0 -529.0 -559,0 -588.0
5-5(NmX G u 1)-l0 -166.0 -148.0 -129.0 -111.0

C.10 0.61 0.01 -0.57 -1.12

The curve representing the stable ship corresponds to the results pre-

sented in previous examples predicted on the basis of the hydrodynamic coef-

ficients for the MARINER form. The results for the marginally stable and

unstable hull forms have been obtained on the basis of hydrodynamic coeffi-

cients derived from the MARINER values by changing the four coefficients
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Y N and Nr, which govern the criterion ior dlynamic atki4lity

given, in Zquation (9). Thus, in order that C becomes zero for the mar-

ginally stable and negative for the unstible, the derivatives have been

changed 10, 20, and 30 percent as shown in Table 4.

SLOPED LOOP PHENRMENON IN SPIRAL MANEUVER

It is important in the execution of a full-scale spiral maneuver to

wait a sufficient period of time until steady conditions have been reached

before measuring r-ate of change lof heading, speed, etc., and before order-

ing the next rudder deflection. For certain rudder positions, it might,

however, take a considerable time before the mction becomes steady or it

might be difficult to recognize that the ship actually is in a transition

period. For this reason, measurements might be taken too hastily. As a

result, the spiral maneuver can exibit a sloped loop phenomenon even for

a ship that is in reality perfectly stable.

To illustrate the sloped loop phenomenon, predictions have been

carried out for the (stable) MARINER form used in previous examples,

executing the spiral maneuyer with a limited time interval between consec-

utive rudder deflections. The spiral maneuver has been comp-ded in two

cases using time intervals of 60 and 120 sec, respectively. The results

from these predictions are shown in Figure 12 together with the results

from the spiral maneuver, where no time limit has been applied. It is

'i seen that a double curve or sloped loop is obtained in the cases where

premature measurements have been taken.

T1e possibility of a sloped loop phenomenon should be kept iti mind,

especially when evaluating the full-scale spiral maneuver results from a
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ship which might be margindlly stable. A sloped loop would, in such a

case, easily be interpreted as the loop associated with a dynamically

unstable ship.

CONCLUSIONS

The computer program permits the calculation of steering and maneu-

vering trials of surface ships giving predictions of the turning circle,

zig-zag and spiral maneuvers. Predictions are presented in the form of a

printed report and graphs plotted by the on-line Charactron Microfilm

Recorder.

The program is based on the solution of a nonlinear mathematical

model describing the motion of a ship in the horizontal plane. The mathe-

matical model is developed from the equationr of motion using a third-

order Taylor expansion of forces and moments. The model has been reduced

to a solvable form on the basis of the following assumptions:

1. Influence from rolling of the ship is negligible upon maneuvering

predictions (page 6).

2. Forces and moments can be considered to be symmetrical except for

side force from propeller (pages 10 and 11).

3. No sciond or higher order acceleration terms can. be expected in

the Taylor expansion of forces and moments. Similarly, cross-

coupling between acceleration and velocity parameters is negli-

gible (page 11).

4. Change of nondimensional coefficients Y " Yr" Nv" N ' with speed
v r v r

is negligible (page 23).

Input to the program can be prepared by means of data forms. The

data consist of the hydrodynamic force and moment coefficients measured by
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captive model test technique, ship EHP-dlsta open-water propeller

characteristics, as well as data for the rudder system and type of power

plant of the ship.

The combination of captive model testing and the computer prediction

of maneuvers permits scaling laws to be taken iato account in a proper

fashion. The hydrodynamic coefficients can be obtained from captive model

tests executed with the model propelled at the ship propulsion point. It

is further emphasized that coefficients, if experience is available, can

be corrected for Reynolds number effects. Coefficients, which are of

principal importance for the determination of speed loss during maneuvers,

are computed in the program from ship resistance values. eliminating the

scale effect problem arising because of the difference between ship and

model resistance.

The application of the nonlinear mathematical model makes it feasible

to give accurate predictions for any type of maneuvers including tight

maneuvers. Also the loop phenomenon associated with the spiral maneuver

for a ship which is dynamically unstable on a straight course is readily

obtained by the program

REGO-MEDATIONS

Most of the assumptions on which the computer program is based have

been shown to hold true, e.g., in the experimental measurements reported

tia Reference 5. However, further model tests are recommended in order

to confirm the assumptions.

Comparison between full-scale trials and computer predictions given

in Reference 5 shows a promising agreement. Additional tests should be
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carried out for the ARINER form to obtain coefficients Y~u and N to

prove that an even better agreement can be obtained in the predicticn of

tight maneuvers in case these coefficients are included.

Measurements of hydrodynamic coefficients should be obtained for

more hull forms, for which reliable full-scale trials are available so

as to permit comparison with computer predictions and to obtain experience

with respect to prediction accuracy.

Corrections of hydrodynamic coefficients for Reynolds number effect

should be explored further, as present experience is insufficient to

permit the introduction of reliable corrections.
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APPENDIX A

DATA FORMS FOR PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA
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David Taylor Model Basin i Input Data - Program XPMC i Page - 1

Hydromechanics Laboratory I Prediction of Maneuvers of Surface Ships I

SPECIFICATION DATA - SPECIFICATION OF MANEUVERS TO BE PREDICTED RD SP 1

LTCP >0,if turning circle parametera are to be computed. LTCP - HLTCDspecify
LTC specify number of different rudder argles for which

a turning circle trajectory should be predicted. LTC

LZZ specify number of zig-zag mdneuvers to be computed. LZZ o

LSM >O,if spiral maneuver is to be computed. LSM f
Turning circle trajectory, zig-zag, and spiral maneuver GRAPH- t

will be plotted if GRAPH >0.

LTEST> Oif new set of input-data is to be read when LTEST= 0
this computation is executed. -

Specification of Turning Circle Parameters: (If LTCP)O only) CARD SP 2
DTCl is smallest positive rudder angle in degrees for DTCl n. g N

which parameters should be computed. _ _
DTCD is the difference between rudder angles for which LMCD a

parameters should be computed. 5.0- .
1YI02 is maximum rudder angle in degrees for which DTC2 -a

parameters should be computed. ,............... .

Specification for Calc' '"tion of Turning Circle Trajectory: CARD SP 3
(Card to be punch,& if LTC 0 only)

Calculation of the turning circle trajectory will DTC(1) 35.0 c
be carried out for LTC different rudder angles, which a.
should be stated in the column to the right. DTC(2)

The rudder angles should be ,'.en in degrees, positive DTC(3) a

for port or left rudder, negative for starboard or
right rudder. DTC(4) =

Specification ror Zig-Zag Maneuver: CARD SP4
(Card to be punched if LZZ 0 only)

The zig-zag maneuver will be predicted for LZZ dif- DZZ(l) 20.0

ferent rudder angles given as the DZZ-values in the DZZ(2)
column to the right. DZ2 -

DZZ(3)

DZZe4)

Specification of Spiral Maneuver: CARD SP 5
(Card to be punched if LSM 0 only) D5

The execution of the spiral maneuver is defined a.

by the seven parameters in the column to the DM(2) .-
right as defined in the figure below. 10.0 ..

DSN(3) -10.0

emtM' ,J:* Dr,) /DSM(4) •-25.0

dITI 'co,v po;DSMD(I )oe 5.0

DSMD(2). V.0

DSMD(3), L E0
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David Taylor Model Basin I Input Data - Program XZPC Page -

Hydromechanics Laboratory Prediction of Maneuvers of Surface Ships

SHIP DATA I - SPECIFICATION OF SHIP PARTICULARS, ETC.

Title of Computation; The title will be printed as a heading CARD SD I
on all result sheets. Max. 72 characters. FORMAT(12A6)

rA MIAR/NIR. P#)RUCrION ASSUMING cONSTAA'T POWER

Nodel Identification: CARD SD 2 Sp
INVO is the model number. IMNO 6295

IPSO is the propeller number. IPNO 6137

Principle Ship Data in cnndition tested CARD SD 3

length between perpendiculars.
Used for nondimensionalizing of coefficients ft ALPP= 28.0

P14Length on waterline ft ALWL= 520. 76

Beam moulded ft BMLD= 76.02

Draft at forward perpendicular ft DFP* = 22.50

Draft at aft perpendicular ft DAP - 25.70

L.C.G. measured from origin of axis system ft CG* -146
positive forward

Radius of gyration ft RAD = ff7.92
measured with reference to origin of axis system

Displacement tons DISP= 96005. 0

Number of propellers PROP 1 .0

CARD SD 4

Propeller diameter ft DIAM - 22.0 !

Pitch ratio at 0.7 diameter PITCHI 0.96 -M

Projected propeller blade area ratio AREA*= 0.52

Wake cosff. corresponding to condition of ship WAKE 1. 160

Thrust deduction coeff. for ship TDC 0.136

Approach speed (define the initial condition) knots SPEED=

Rudder rate of deflection deg/sec RATE = 3.0
Timelag in rudder system sec TLAG = 0.0

Type of propulsion system TYPE = -f.O0
TYPE- 0.0, if constant torque (DIESEL) .
TYPE.-I.O, if constant power (TURBINE)
TYPE<-5.O. if constant propeller revolutions.

* Data marked by asterisk are not used in the calculations. They are requested
only in order to obtain a complete description of the ship in the condit:Lon
tested.
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SHIP DATA I1 - SHIP EPPECTIVE HORSEPOWER DATA and OPEN WATER PROPELLER CURVES

CARD SD 5 c
H

Number of points describing ship EliP-data: WEEP I9

NEHP 4,18 I--
Number of data points describing propeller curves: NPC "4  if

NPC < 18

Ship Effective Horsepower Data: CArD SD 6.1 CARD SD 6.2

The sltp EHP should be defined VS(l) - 7.0 VS(lO) -
for a speed range covering the N P4

values to be encountered during IS(2) - 8.0 ON VS(II) = a\
the maneuvers. E-43 E0 0

Speed values in knots should . 0 VS(12)
be stated in the columns to the VS(4) - 1O.0 VS(13) -
right in order of increasing
values. VS(5) - f. VS(14) -

A set of WEHP speed values
should be given (NEHP is de- VS(6) = 12.) VS(15) w
fined above).
Only one punched card to be VS(7) - /3.0 VS(E) -

used if NEHP< . VS() - 11t.0

VS(9) - 1F.0 VS(18) -

CARD SD 7.1 CARD SD 7.2
Ship EHP data corresponding to FHP(l)- 286.0 ". EHP(lO)N
the speed values above should Co

be stated in the columns to EHP(2)- t.O , EHP(Il), o.
the right. E-4

The EHP values should be pro- Ehv(3)- f$2,0 &EHP(12)m
pared using a roughness allow- 7
ance corresponding to the ship
condition for which the msneu- ElP(5)- 1060.0 EHP(14)
were are to be predicted.

EHP(6). 1391.0 EHP(15)n

EHP(-,)- 1815.0 EHrn'( 16)

EHP(8)- 2MA5.0 EHP(17)

SHP(9), 29 9.0 EHP(18)
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SHIP DATA II - COTIMNIJLD Cr4r, `1 8.1 CARD SD 8.2

Open Water Propeller Curve.; ADV(1)= 0./ ;q ADV(10)"0.~S ' AD~lO.. 0.90 LZ

Propeller thrust coefficient•,f. ArVj) .0 (
and torl-ue coefficientv, ?,shrunh0ul
be defined for advance cokffi- ADV(,) . ADV(1?).
cients covering the rang,, onc-,ur,- 0..
tered during maneuvers. ADV(4). . ADV).

Advance coefficients ADV= V/(nr. 0.60

should be stated in order rf in- ADV(1):. 0.65; ATV(14)-
creasing values in tbe columns to
the right. Ak'In a70 A11V(V,-

A set of NPC data should be '.
(NPC is defined on Page-1). If
i1:C0> q, two cards ohould be u-ee,. : 0 50 MV( 7 •

A L)r 0 .3 57~ AVl~

Corresponding thrust coefficients eT•, io2qf ,' Fr(Fnln 0=

Y T/(9 IP

should be given in the columns tc I) .6 -c
the right. 

Ir) =10.25 j KT(l" ='

KT()- 0.229 E1T(l) =

KT(',) = 0.209 hT(14)

YT(6) - 0.187 KT(15) =

KT(7) = 0.f6og T(16) -

YT(9) - 0.143 ,T(VI?) -

KT(9) - 0.110 KT(IR)-

CARD 1D.1.I rART 11, 10.2

Corresponding torque coefficients KQ(l) - 0,04•4•6 Y' 1Q(1O) = 0.0191 -

K• Q/(nD5 ) KQ(2) - 0.O42 !ý2 KQ(l) - 0.01f56
E-

KQ(3) - 0.0398 7Q(13)-

KQ(4) - 0.037,2 F,(13') r- P

I(Q(9) 0.a0 34'5 1KQ(14) -

x:(6) - 0.03.5 Ký(lY) =

- 0.0288 "(l)0

NOQ(8) a 0.0257 hQ(17)

jj)

K.~~0 0221t ,~__
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SHIP DATA III - NONDIMENSIONAL COEFFICIENTS

X-equation coeff.105  CARD SD 11'

(M-X.) XUDOT. 8#0.0 D

SI .XVV a-898.82 vv ",".VT
(2Xrr+mX)= X RR - 0

.XA6 .XDD m -

Svr+m)- X VR - 798.0
xvf . X VD - 93.2

Xrs = X = 0.0

Zo = Xo = 0.0
Y-equation coeff.MlO5 CARD SD 12 N-equation coeff.slO5  CARD SD 14

(m-Y.) = Y VDOT - 1546. 0 (mxG-N) a N VT - "22.7

(mxa-Y.). Y RDOT- -8.6 g (Iz-N,) - N RDOT - 29
= YV -- 1160.0 W. N . NV = -263.3 '

v0 v 0

Y " Y VVV - -8078.2 1•v NVVV - f636f

y =YVRR . 0.0 -N -NVRR w 0.0
2 vrr 2 vrr
1 1

Z Y v j , Y V D D - - 3 .8 .1 NvS a N V D D - 1 2 .5
Yi-mu)m Y R a -#99.0 (Nr-mXGu)- N R -166.0

1 
1

2 r " -15a•326.0 - NRV "5483.0

CARD SD 13 CARD SD 15

Y * 6  YRDDu 0.0D - •rS -NRDD- 0.0 C'

Y6  Y D a 2779 ? Ni s ND N/38.8 D

mY4(8 - Y DDD a -90.0 1 •- N DD 450

YDVV a 1189.6 1 w N DVV = 489.0

I' rr a Y DRR - 0.0 Nrr - N DRR - 0.0

Yu YDU - 0.0 Nu = NDU . 0.0

YVr6 amY VRD w 0N 4 N 21 -R 0.0'Zv =V• . 0.O T~r, 0N .0

YO . Y• 0 ,,0 "3mN N 0 , .

YOu - Y OU NO -,, Vi uu
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HY-A MARINER. PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POWER*

PREDICT I ON OF STANDARD MANEUVERS

MODEL NUMBER 6295
PROP. NUMBER 613?

TABLE OF CGNT E N TS

PRINCIPLE SHIP DATA (IN CCNDITION TESTED) . . PAGE I
CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS XU*XUU*AND XUUU . PAGE 2
COEFFICIENTS AND STABILITY ROOTS o e . . . . PAGE 3
TURNING CIRCLE PARAMETERS . - . . .o a • . . PAGE 4
TURNING CIRCLE FOR 35.0 DEG. RUDDER .. . . PAGE 5
ZIG-ZAG MANEUVER(S) o. . o . . . .e o o o o PAGE 7
SPIRAL MANEUVER . o o . * a o . . o. ..• PAGE q

P R I N C I P L E S H I P DATA

LENGTH BETWEEN PERPENDICULARS a o e . . . . . = 528.01 FT
LENGTH ON WATER LINE a . o . * . . . . . = 520.76 FT

MOULDED BEAN * . . . . . 0. . . . . . . . . . = 76e02 FT

DRAFT AT FoP. o . . . e e a * o o o . o e o * = 22.50 FT
DRAFT AT AoPo o o e a e o * . e o o . o . * o = 25.70 FT
L*C.oG 0 0 0 0 e 0 e o o o • o o e • a o s - = -12o14 FT

RADIUS OF GYRATION a * • . . * . . o e . a . = 117.92 FT
DISPLACEMENT o e * . a o * s s o o o e o e e = 16005. TONS

NUMBER OF PROPELLERS o o o o * . o. o o o e = 1.0

PROPELLER DIAMETER o o o o s e * o . o e o o = 22.00 FT
PITCH RATIO AT 0o7 R . . . . . 0 . a . . a . = 0.96
PROJ. AREA / DISC AREA 9 e s o o . 9 e . o o = 0.52
REVOLUTIONS * o o o o 9 e o o o e 9 o * e . = 68.6 RPM

APPROACH SPEED . o . o o e o o . o o o . e e = 15.00 KNOTS

RUDDER RATE o . . . o e * . a. . . e = 300 DEG/SEC
TIME LAG OF RUDDER SYSTEM e . . o o . o . o . = 0. SEC
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PAGE 2

HY-A MARINER* PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POWER.

CALCULATION OF THE NON-DIM. COEFFICIENTS XU. XUU9 AND XUUU

ON THE BASIS OF SHIP EHP-DATA AND OPEN-WATER PROPELLER CURVES

X-FORCE = PROPELLER THPUST*(I-T) - RESISTANCE
= XU*DELU + XUU*DELU**2 + XUUU*DELU**3 (NON-DIM)

WHERE DELU = (U-UO)/U = NON-DIMCHANGE IN FORWARD SPEED

X IS COMPUTED FOR
APPROACH SPEED UO = 15.00 KNOTS

WAKE COEFFICIENT W = 0*160

THRUST DEDUCTION COEFFICIENT T = 0.136
TURBINE SHIP - PROPELLER TORQUE VARY PROPORTIONAL TO

REVCLUTIONS IN -1.000 POWER DURING MANEUVRE

OPEN WATER PROPELLER CHARACTERISTICS (INPUT DATA)

ADVANCE 1HRUST TORQUE
COEFF. COEFF. COEFF.

J KT KO

0.450 0.291 0.0446
0.500 0.270 0.0422
0.550 0.250 0.0398
0.600 0.229 0.0372
0.650 0.209 0.0345
0.700 0.187 0.0317
0.750 0.165 0.0288
0.800 09143 0.0257
0.850 0.118 0.0224
0.900 0.094 O.O1ql
0.950 0.069 0.0156

EHP-INPUT-DATA PROPELLER
SPEED EHP RESIST* THRUST TORQUE REVS. X DELU X XK10÷5

*10-5 10-5 *!0-5 #10-5 *105 FAIRED

KNOTS LB LB LB*FT RPM LB O-0IM O-DIM O-DIM

15.0 2919. 0.6342 0.7340 3.0446 68.6

7.0 286. 0.1332 1.1010 3.7643 55.5 0.8181 -1.143 211.23 211.23

8.0 414. 0.1687 1.0521 3.6777 56.8 0.7404 -0.875 146.36 146.32

9.0 582. 0.2107 1.0064 3.5919 58.1 0.6588 -0.667 102.90 103.02

10.0 789. 0.2571 0.91,23 3.5031 59.6 0.5743 -0.500 72.66 72.51

11.0 1060. 0.3140 0.9.70 3.4130 61.2 0.4782 -0.364 50.00 50.06

12.0 1391. 0.3778 0.8:22 3.3226 62P8 0.3758 -0.250 33.0Z 32.95

13.0 1815. 0.4550 0.8.!74 3.2303 64.6 0.2598 -0.154 19.45 19.54

14.0 2318. 0.5396 0,7..16 3.1370 66.5 0.1357 -0.071 8.76 8.77

15.0 2919. 0.6342 097141 3.0447 68.6 0.0000 0. 0.00 -0.03

COEFFICIENTS (NON-DIM)
XU -120*OE-5
XUU = 45.OE-5
XUUU = -I0.3E-5
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HY-A MARINER. PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POVER*

C 0 E F F I C I E N T S (INPUT DATA)

THE FOLLOVING COEFFICIENTS OF THE EQUATIONS
OF MOTION ARE DESCRIBED IN OTMB REPORT NOoXXXX

X - E U A T I O N Y - E 0 U A T I 0 N N - E 0 U A T 0 N

VAR- COEFF- VAR- COEFF- VAR- COEFF-
IABLE ICIENT IABLE ICIENT IABLE ICIENT

X UDOT 84O.OE-5 Y VOOT 1546.OE-5 N VDOT -22.7E-5
Y ROOT -8.6E-5 N ROOT 82,9E-5

X U -120QOE-5 Y V -1160*4E-5 N V -263eSE-5
x uU 45.OE-S Y VVV -8078*2E-5 N VVV 1636.IE-5
X UUU -IO.3E-5 Y VRR -0- E-5 N VRR -0. E-5
X VV -898o8E-,5 Y VVD -3.8E-5 N VDD 12.5E-5
X RR 18.OE-5 Y R -49990E-5 N R -166.OE-5
X DO -94.8E-5 Y RRR -0. E-5 N RRR -0. E-5

X VR 798*OE-5 Y RVV 15356.CE-5 N RVV -5483.OE-5
X VD 93*2E-5 Y RDD -0. E-5 N ROD -0. E-5
X RD -0* E-5 Y D 27799E-5 N 0 -138.8E-5

Y ODD -9060E-5 N ODD 45.OE-5
Y OVV 1189.6E-5 N DVV -489.0E-5
Y ORR -0. E-5 N ORR -0. E-5
Y DU -0. E-5 N DU -0. E-5
Y VRD -0. E-5 N VRD -0. E-5

X 0 -OoOE-5 Y 0 -3o6E-5 N 0 2.8E-5
Y OU -0. E-S N OU -O E-5

UNITS OF MASS = LB*SEC**2/FT 0-DIMeWITH RHO*LPP**3/2
X AND Y FORCES = LB - - - RHOOLPP**2*U**2/2
N MOMENT = LB*FT - - - RHO*LPP*35U**e2,2

U AND V - FT/SEC - - - U
R = RADIANS/SEC - - - U/LPP

D = RADIANS

UDOT AND VOOT = Fi/SEC/SEC - - - U**2/LPP
ROuO = RADIANS/SEC/SEC - - - U**2/LPP**2

STABILITY ROOTS

SIGMA I = -01779E-00
SIGMA 2 = -0.2686E 01
SIGMA 3 = -0.1429E-00

STAOILItY CRITERION n 0.6114E-05
SLOPE OF R-D CURVE = -O.1837E-00 (DEG/SEC)/DEG
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HY-A MARINER* PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POWER*

T U R N f N G C I R C L E P A R A M E T E R S

RUD ADVANCE TRANS- MAX TACT TIME FOR MAX STEADY STEADY FINAL

ANGLE (90 DEG) FER ADVANCE DIAM HDG CHANGE TRANS- TURN DRIFT SPEED
(90 DEG) (90) (180) FER RAD ANGLE

DEG FT FT FT FT SEC SEC FT FT DEG KNOTS

5.0 4859 -3637 4866 761b 278 530 -7623 3771o -3.9 13.77

-5.0 3830 2846 3838 6043 220 426 6051 3001. 4.6 13.28

10.0 3t75 -2321 3185 5033 134 364 -5042 2508. -5.6 12.59

-10.0 2838 2072 2847 4509 165 329 4519 2249. 6.0 12.28

15.0 2574 -1852 2585 4091 151 306 -4102 2044. -6.6 11.72

-15.0 2389 1707 2401 3796 140 285 3808 1898. 6.9 11.50

20.0 2249 -1582 2262 3567 133 275 -3580 1785. -7.4 11.02

-20.0 2129 1496 2141 3367 126 261 3379 1685. 7.6 10.85

25.0 2049 -1428 2061 3228 123 257 -3241 1617. -8.0 10.41

-25.0 1959 1350 1972 3076 117 246 3089 x541. 8.2 10.28

30.0 1914 -1309 1927 2990 116 246 -3003 1498. -8.5 9.89

--30.0 1842 1246 1856 2866 111 236 2681 1437. 8.6 9.72

35.0 1818 -1214 1833 2817 111 239 -2832 1412. -8.8 9.42

-35.0 t760 1167 1775 2714 107 231 2727 1360. 9.0 9.33

40.0 1751 -1147 1768 2691 108 236 -2706 1349 --9*2 9.0?

-40.0 1703 1118 1717 2598 105 228 2613 1302. 9.3 8.93
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HY-A MARINER, PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POWER.

T U R N I N G C I R C L t F 0 R 35.0 D E G a R U D D E R

TIME RUDDER ADVANCE TRANS- SPEED HEADING ANGULAR DRIFT
AFTER ANGLE FER ANGLE VELOCITY ANGLE
EXECUTE

SEC DEG FT FT KNOTS DEG DEG/SEC DEG

0. 1*2 00 00 15.00 0. 0. O0
10.0 31.2 252o7 -- ,.1 14.91 -2.0 -0.462 -1.6
20.0 35.0 50102 -'10.2 14459 -908 -00972 -5-2
30.0 3540 740.4 --47.6 14.13 -20.3 -1.066 -7-6
40*0 35.0 962.6 -118.7 13.60 -30.6 -0.994 -8.7

500 35.0 1162.6 -220.5 13.09 -40.2 -0.923 -9.0
60-0 35.0 1337.8 -347.7 12.64 -49.1 -0.875 -9.1
70.0 35-0 1486.7 -494.9 1-'.25 -57.7 -0.842 -9.2
8040 35.0 1608.9 -65793 11090 -659 -0.816 -9.2
90.0 35.0 1704.2 -830.8 11.61 -74.0 -0.795 -901

100.0 35.0 1773.0 -1011.5 11.35 -8108 -00717 -9.1
t1OO. 35.0 1815*8 -1196.0 11.13 -89.5 -0.761 -9.1

120.0 35.0 1833.3 -1380.9 10.93 -97.1 -0.748 -9.1
130.0 36.0 1826.? -1563.5 10.76 -104.5 -0.736 -9.1
140.0 35.0 1797.2 -1741.1 10.60 -111.8 -0.726 -900

150.0 3590 1746.2 -1911.2 10.47 -119.0 -0.717 -9.0
160.0 3500 1675.1 -2071.6 10.35 -126.1 -0.709 -9.0
170.0 3500 158598 -2220.5 13.25 -133.1 -0.701 -900
1A0a0 35.0 1479.9 -2356.0 10.16 -140.1 -0.695 -9.0
190.0 35.0 1359.4 -2476.7 10.07 -14700 -0.690 -9.0

200.0 35.0 1226.3 -2581.2 10.00 -153.9 -0.685 -9.0

210.0 35.0 1082.6 -2668.5 9.94 -160.7 -0.680 -8*9
220.0 35.0 930.6 -2737.? 9.88 -167.5 -0.676 -8.9
230.0 35.0 772.3 -2788.2 9s83 -174.3 -0.673 -8.9
240.0 35.0 610.0 -2819.7 9.78 -18100 -0.670 -. 8.9

250.0 35.0 445.8 -2832.0 9.74 -187.6 -0.667 -809
260*0 35,0 281.9 -2825.1 9o71 -194.3 -0.665 -809
270.0 35.0 120.5 -2799.4 9068 -200.9 -0.662 -809
28000 3500 -36.4 -2755.3 9.65 -207.6 -0.661 -8.9
290.0 35.0 -186.8 -2693.7 9.62 -214.1 -0.659 - 09

300.0 35.0 -328.7 -2615.4 9a60 -220.7 -0.657 -8.9

31000 35.0 -460.5 -2521.6 9.58 -227.3 -0.656 -8.9
320*0 35.0 -580.4 -2413.5 9.56 -233.8 -0.655 -8.9
330.0 35.0 -687,0 -2292.7 9.55 -240.4 -0.654 -8.9
340.0 35.0 -779.1 -2160o7 9.53 -246.9 -0.653 -809
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HY-A MARINER. PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POWER.

T U R N I N G C I R C L f F 0 R 35.0 D E G •R U D E R
(CONTINUED)

TIME RUDDER ADVANCE TRANS- SPEED HEADING ANGULAR DRIFT

AFTER ANGLE FER ANGLE VELOCITY ANGLE

E'ECUTE

jEC DEG FT FT KNOTS DEG DEG/SEC DEG

350.0 3s.O -855.4 -2019.3 9.52 -253.4 -0.652 -8.9

360.0 35.0 -915.1 -1b70.3 9.51 -260.0 -0.651 -8.9

370.0 35.0 -957.5 -171'o.7 9.50 -- 266-5 -0.650 -8.9

380.0 35.0 982.0 -IPS5.5 9.49 -273.0 -0.650 -8.9

390.0 35.0 --P88.5 -1397.t 9.48 -279-5 -3.649 -8.9

400.0 35.0 -976.9 -123M.2 9.47 -285.9 -0.649 -8.9

410.0 35.0 -947.3 -1081.2 9.47 -292.4 -0.648 -8.9

420.0 35.0 -900.3 -92e.t 9.46 -29b.9 -0.645 -8.9

4130.0 35.0 -836.4 -78'.4 9.46 -305.4 -0.t48 -8.9

440a0 35.0 -756.4 -6,"4.5 9.45 -311.9 -0.647 -8.9

450.0 35.0 -661.4 -51t,.4 9v45 -318.3 -0.647 -8.9

460.0 J5.0 -552.t -400.0 9,.44 -324.8 -0.647 -8.9

470o0 35.0 -4,31.5 -29t,.5 9.44 -331.3 -- 0.647 -8.9

480.0 35.0 -299.5 -207.4 9.44 -337.7 -0.6-6 -8.9

490.0 35.0 -158.4 -131.8 9.44 -344.2 -0.646 -8.9

500.0 35.0 -9.9 -7,.5 9.43 -350.7 -0.646 -8.9

510.0 35.0 144.1 -36.3 9.43 -357.1 -0.646 -8.9

520.0 35.0 301.5 -13.7 9o43 -363.6 -0.646 -8.9

530.0 J5.0 460.5 -4.9 9.43 -370.0 -0.646 -8.8

540.0 35.0 o19.0 -2,!.0 9.43 -376.5 -0.646 -8.8

550.0 35.0 775.0 -52.9 9.43 -382.9 -0.645 -8.8

560.0 35.0 926.5 -101.1 9.42 -389.4 -0.645 -8.8

570.0 35.0 1071.6 -16f,.O 9.42 -395.9 -0.645 -8.8

580.0 35.0 1208.5 -246.8 9.42 -402.3 -0.645 -8.8

590.0 35.0 1335.4 -342.5 9.42 -408.8 -0.645 -8.8

600.0 35.0 1450.8 -451.e 9.42 -415.2 -0.645 -8.8

610.0 35.0 1553.1 -573.3 9.42 -421.7 -0.645 -8.8

620.0 35.0 1641.1 -705.6 9.42 -428-1 -0.645 -8.8

630.0 35.0 1713.7 -847.0 9.42 -434.6 -0.645 -8.8

640.0 3b.0 1770.0 -995.6 9.42 -441.0 -0.645 -8.8

650.0 35.U 1809.2 -I149.5 9.42 -447.5 -0.645 -8.8
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HY-A MARINER. PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POWER.

20.0 0 E G . - 20.0 D E G . Z I G - Z A G M A N E U V E R

TIME RUDDER ADVANCE TRANS- SPEED HEADING ANGULAR DRIFT
AFTER ANGLE FER ANGLE VELOCITY ANGLE
EXECUTE

SEC DEG FT FT KNOTS DEG DEG/SEC DEG

0. 1.2 00 0. 15.00 O, 0. 0.

10.0 -20.0 252.8 0.3 14.95 1.9 0.418 1.5
20.0 -20.0 503.8 10.0 14.82 8.1 0.743 4.0
30.0 -20.0 749.9 42.0 14.60 16.3 0.863 6.0
40.0 -5.0 985.7 103.0 14.32 24.7 0.738 6.'

50.0 20.0 1207.9 191.7 14.08 29.1 0.172 4.8

60.0 20.0 1420.7 294.7 13.97 28.7 -0.185 2.1
70.0 2000 1631.5 399.7 13.95 25.4 -0.430 -0.6

80.0 20.0 1845.3 497o7 13.92 20.0 -0.626 -3.1
90.0 20.0 2064.5 579.8 13.83 13.1 -0.739 -5.1

100.0 20.0 2288.6 638.8 13.66 5.5 -0.767 -6.3
110.0 20.0 251498 670.7 13.44 -2.2 -0.754 -7.0

120.0 20.0 2739.5 674.4 13.22 -9.6 -0.733 -7.3
130.0 20.0 2959.3 650.8 13.01 -16.8 -00715 -7.5
140.0 5.0 3171.3 601.0 12.83 -23.6 -00600 -7-2

150.0 -20.0 3373.9 528.0 12.72 -27.2 -0.129 -5.1
160.0 -20.0 3570.6 442.5 12.71 -26.6 0.'!'2 -2.3
170.0 -20.0 3766.9 354.5 12.78 -23.3 0.423 004

180.0 -20.0 3966.9 272.2 12.83 -18.0 0.615 2.9

190.0 -20.0 4172.3 203.5 12.83 -11.1 0.732 5,.0

200.0 -20.0 4382.7 155.6 12.74 -3.6 0.765 6.4

210.0 -20.0 4595.2 132.3 12.61 4.0 0.755 7.1

220.0 -20.0 4806.5 135*2 12.46 11.5 0.735 705
230.0 -20.0 5013.3 163.8 12931 18o7 0.717 7.6

240.0 4.0 5212.8 217.1 12.20 25.1 0.507 7.0

250.0 20.0 5404.1 291.0 12.14 27,7 0.080 4.7

260.0 20*0 5591.2 375o4 12.19 27.1 -0.161 2.2

270.0 20*0 5778.5 462.4 12.28 24.5 -0.348 -0.2

280.0 20.0 5969.3 545.9 12.38 20.1 -0.512 -2.4

290*0 20.0 6165.4 619a2 12.42 14.3 -0ý628 -4.4

300.0 20.0 6367.0 676.3 12.4i 7.6 -0.682 -5.8

310.0 20.0 6572.6 712.9 12.34 0.7 -0.691 -6.6

320.0 20.0 6779.5 726.8 12.25 -6.1 -0.682 -7.1

330.0 20.0 6985.0 717.2 12.15 -12.9 -0.670 -7.3

340.0 2000 7186.3 684o7 1!.05 -19.5 '0e660 -7.4
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HY-A MARINER. PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POWER.

20.0 0 E G . - 20.0 D E G * Z I G - Z A G 4 A N E U V E R
(CONTINUED)

TIME RUDDER ADVANCE TRANS- SPEED HEADING ANGULAR DRIFT

AFTER ANGLE FIER ANGLE VELOCITY ANGLE

EXECUTE
SEC DEG FT FT KNOTS DEG DEG/SEC DEG

350.0 -7ý0 7381.2 62907 11.98 -2502 -0.418 -6.6

360.0 -20.0 7569.5 556.7 11.96 -2699 -O.000 -4.1

370.0 -20.0 7755.1 475.6 12.04 -25.5 0.247 -1.5

380.0 -20.0 7942.4 394.0 12.16 -21.9 0.448 1.0

390o0 -20.0 8134.2 318.8 12.24 -16.5 0.612 3.4

400.0 -20.0 8331.8 257.3 12.27 -9.8 0.707 5.2

410.0 -20.0 8534.2 215.2 12.23 -2.5 0.733 6.5

420.0 -20.0 8738.8 196.1 12.14 4.8 0.725 7.1

430.0 -20.0 8942.6 201.1 12.04 12.0 0.708 7.5

440.0 -20.0 9142.5 230.2 11.93 19.0 0.695 7.6

450.0 4.0 9336.0 28?.6 11.85 25.2 0.497 7.0

460.0 20.0 9522.1 354.6 11.82 27.8 0.086 4.7

470.0 20.0 9704.4 437.0 11.89 27.3 -0.147 2.3

480.0 20.0 9887.2 522.5 t2.01 24.8 -0.328 -0.0

490.0 20.0 10073.4 605.0 12.12 20.6 -0.487 -2.2

500.0 20.0 10264.9 678.6 12.19 15.1 -0*606 -4.2

510.0 20.0 10462*2 737.3 12.20 8*6 -0.666 -5.6

520.0 20.0 10663.9 776.7 12.16 109 -0.680 -6.5

530.0 20.0 10867.6 794.3 12.09 -4.9 -0.673 -7.0

540.0 20.0 11070.6 78ca2 12.00 -11.6 -0.662 -7.2

550.0 20.0 11270*4 761.7 11.92 -18.1 -0.653 -7.4
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HY-A MARINER. PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POWER*

S P I R A L M A N E U V E R

RUDDER STEADY TIME TO SPEED DRIFT TURNING

ANGLE RATE OF REACH tN ANGLE IN RADIUS IN

CHANGE OF STEADY STEADY STEADY STEADY

HEADING STATE STATE STATE STATE

DEG >IG/SEC SEC KNOTS DEG FT

25.0 -0.623 605.0 10.41 -8.0 1616.8

20.0 -0.596 437.0 11.00 -7.4 1785o6

15.0 -0.553 482.0 11070 -6.6 2044.6

10,0 -0.485 53700 12.57 -5.6 2E08.5

9.0 -0.465 372.0 12.77 -5.3 2653.6

8.0 -0*444 385.0 12.99 -5Q0 2831m3

700 -0.418 400.0 13.22 -4.7 3055.9

6.0 -0.388 418.0 13.47 -4.3 3353.1

5.0 -0.352 440.0 13.74 -3.9 3773*0

4.0 -0.306 467.0 14.04 -3.3 4431.9

3.0 -0.245 504.0 14.38 -2.6 5684.3

200 -00151 555.0 14.75 -1.6 9423.4

1.0 0.004 58700 14.99 -0.0 361035.4

-00 0.161 568.0 14.78 1.6 8896o1

-100 0.254 529.0 14.42 2.6 5494.5

-200 0.316 484.0 14.09 3.3 4318.0

-3.0 0.361 452.0 13.79 3.8 3690.5

-4.0 0.398 428.0 13.53 4.3 3287.5

--5.0 0.428 408.0 13,28 4.6 3000.7

-6.0 0.454 391.0 13.06 5.0 2783.2

-7.0 0.476 377.0 12.85 5.3 2610.6

-8.0 0.495 364*0 12.65 5.5 2469.2

-9.0 0.513 353.0 12.46 5.8 2350.6

-10.0 0.528 343.0 12.28 6.0 2249.2

-15.0 0.586 480.0 1I150 6.9 1898.3

-20.0 0.622 439.0 10.85 7.6 1685*4

-25.0 0.645 405&0 10.28 8.2 1540.8

-20.0 0.621 425.0 10o83 7.6 1685.5

-15*0 0.585 466.0 11.48 6.9 1898.5

-10.0 00b27 514.0 12.26 600 2249.6

-9.0 0.512 348.0 12a44 5.8 2351.0

-8.0 0.494 359.0 12.62 5.5 2469o7

-7.0 0.475 371.0 12.82 503 2611.

-6.0 0.453 384.0 13.03 5.0 2783.8

-5.0 0.427 399.0 13.26 4.6 3001.6
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HY-A MARINER* PREDICTION ASSUMING CONSTANT POWER.

S P I R A L M A N E U V F R (CONTINUED)

RUDDER STEADY TIME To SPEED DRIFT TURNING
ANGLE RATE OF REACH IN ANGLE IN RADIUS IN

CHANGE OF STEADY STEADY STEADY STEADY
HEADING STATE STATE STATE STATE

DEG DEG/SEC SEC KNOTS DEG FT

-4.0 0.397 417.0 13.50 4.3 3288.6
-3.0 0.361 438.0 13.77 3.8 3692.1
-2.0 0.315 465.0 14.06 3.3 4320e6
-1.0 0.253 502.0 14.39 2.6 5499.4
0. 0.160 554.0 14.75 1.6 8900.4

1.0 0.006 585.0 14Q98 -0#0 250851.9
2.0 -0.152 567.0 14.77 -1.6 9419.1
3.0 -0.245 531.0 14.41 -2.6 5678.9
4.0 -0.307 486.0 14.07 -3o3 4429.1
5.0 -0.353 454.0 13.77 -3.9 3771.2

6.0 -0.389 429.0 13.49 -4.3 3351.9
7.0 -0.419 409.0 13.24 -4.7 3055.0
8.0 -0.445 393.0 13.01 -5.0 2830.5
9.0 -0.466 378.0 12.80 -5.3 2653.0
10.0 -0.486 365.0 12.59 -5.6 2508.0

15.0 -0.555 500.0 11.72 -6.6 2044.3
20.0 -0.597 452.0 11.02 -7.4 1785.5
25.0 -0.623 41500 10.41 -8.0 1616a8
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APPENDIX C

FORTRAN LISTING OF COMPUIER PROGRAM

The computer program is coded in the FORTRAN 1I language available

for the IBM 7090 computer at -170. The FORTRAN listing of the program is

included on the following page. lhb- source program also refers to the

subroutines AR PLNI and AR NXNI for the least squares curve fitting used

in the calculation of the Xu, X uu, and X uu coefficients and AM PLOT for

the Charactron Microfilm Recorder.

The storage required bythe program can be greatly reduced in the case

the on-line microfilm plotting is left out A further reduction of program

length and storage requirement can be obtained if the calculation of the

coefficients X u, Xu, and Xu on the basis of EHP-ship data and open-

water propeller curves is carried out by a separate program. With these

reductions of the program, it should be possible to run the program on any

medium-size computer.

The computation time for a prediction of the "Standard Maneuvers" is

approximately 6 min on the IBM 7090.

Variables in the program have as far as possible been assigned names

that correspond to the established nomenclature. Tables 1-3 give the

relationship between the hydrodynamics derivatives in the mathematical

model, Equations (10), and the corresponding identifiers in the program.
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